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Our Cheder’s Voice
Cheder Chabad boy’s division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents,
In this
week’s
Dear
Parents,

Parshah, Shemini, the Torah records a brief exchange between Moshe
and Ahron. Moshe approaches Ahron’s children upset about how they dealt with one
of the
Korbonos.
Ahron
advocates
them and
Moshe
ends
up pleased.
This
Shabbos
we will read
Parshas
Vayigash.for
Chassidus
explains
that the
tension
between Yosef and
Yehuda represents the tension between learning and action. To be sure this tension represents a constant
In our children’s
education,
may
be times
when
parents,
teachers, Rebbies
or
challenge
in our avodas
Hashem. Itthere
is difficult
to focus
and grow
in two
areas simultaneously.
Parents and
educators
walk
a
fine
line
between
highlighting
academic
achievement
and
success,
while
encouraging,
principals may reach out to one another with an impassioned reproach.
praising, and celebrating positive actions regardless of academics.

The Torah teaches us that when we act deliberately, when we are calculated about
what andhuhow
weaction
act and
communicate
with
otherto respectfully,
we
arethe
likely
Haamaseh
haikar
is thewe
main
thing. As parents,
It is each
our Zechus
help our children
apply
to endand
upteachings
pleasedthey
with
theat choices
approaches
taken. that
Thepermeates
cheder every
may
values
learn
cheder intomade
action.and
Living
like a Yid is something
reach
out
to
you
or
you
reach
out
with
a
concern,
we
get
upset
and
react
emotionally
part of our day from our openings words: modeh ani to our final statement of the day: Hamapil chevlei
to a circumstance.
The be
Torah
teaches
us to by
discuss
another
and
alsheinah
every gesture should
influenced
and guided
what ourissues
childrenwith
learnone
and the
values we
imbue
low
ourselves to come to the position of ויטב בעיניו.
to
them.
Yehuda’s approach to Yosef is a quest to draw our learning, thoughts and feelings into the world of action.

The cheder talmdim are working hard in preparation for Yud Alef Nissan. This week,
some
kitayou
Ches
took the
peh
to the
next
level BH. Thank you
A
big thank
goestalmidim
to all the mothers
whobaal
helped
out campaign
at the Hay Teves
book
fair yesterday!
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Mrs. Devorah Klein for the weeks of preparation with organizing and coordinating the catalog and collecting
the
orders. you
Thanka you
Mrs.Shabbos,
Chaya Gurkov for schlepping the sample books to and from the seforim store to
Wishing
good
cheder. Thank you Mrs. Weingarten for all the work she does in leading the PTA all year and thank you to
Rabbi
Kaplan
Mrs.
Michal
Cohen, Mrs. Gaerman, Mrs. Litvak, Mrs. Lakein, and Mrs. Fraida Solomon for volunteering at
the book fair! The Book Fair was organized and the Sefarim well chosen and our Talmidim responded beautifully. (see pictures inside).
We are happy to announce Sender Setton as the winner of the Hay Teves bookfair Raffle!
Thank you to the many Parents who send in pictures of their dear kinderlach presenting antique Tanyas. I
look forward to announcing the winners of the competition on Sunday IYH.
Wishing you a Good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan

A PEEK AT OUR WEEK
This week we welcomed in Spring. We enjoyed listening to a Read-A-Loud “The Thing About
Spring” and heard about the many changes that come about with the new season. Each boy
wrote what they like about Spring on the many petals around a flower, and colored it too. They
are decorating our classroom. Our math lessons continue to focus on subtraction to 100 with/
without grouping. Practice makes perfect! The unit in spelling are words that all end in LL as in
drill and pull. We played a game alphabetizing the words. I wish to personally thank all the parents for the many beautiful mishloach manos as well as those who came by on Purim day.
The past two weeks have been very busy in third grade. Before Purim in our reading unit we
read the story " A Very Special Gift". This is a story of a young girl who works hard to buy a very
special Purim gift for her mother. In conjunction with this, the boys designed very beautiful hamantashen plates as a gift for their mothers. In our math unit, we are finishing our division chapter. BH the boys are doing very well on their multiplication and division facts! We continued in our
Worldly Wise Vocabulary unit and had a few boys present their vocabulary words in picture. We
ended our week with News on the Run, along with very interesting discussions on current
events.
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This week class 4B has been busy preparing for the NY State ELA exams. They practiced reading stories and answering questions. In addition, they wrote their very own essays and they did a
beautiful job! Mrs. Eckstein read each essay (anonymously) to the class and we analyzed
whether or not the writer had responded correctly. In addition, the boys began their work on the
Solar System. Each Talmid was assigned a different part of the Solar System to write about and
prepare on an oak-tag. The projects are due in two weeks and everyone is very excited to share
their work and to learn and see about the other boys' work. In Math we began reviewing fractions. The boys made "chocolate bars" out of pieces of paper and compared the fractions. Math
homework this week has been a review of multiplication and division so they don't forget that
these hard-earned skills don't become rusty. All in all, we've had such a busy week, we hardly
had time for recess!! (Don't worry, we even had extra recess!) Is it any wonder that class 4B
"rocks" !? Have a wonderful Shabbos and continued Nachas!
In Grade five we are preparing for the New York State ELA tests. Different short topics were introduced and we spent two or three lessons on them. Some of the topics that were covered were
how to plot coordinating points on a grid. We learned how to divide fractions. We started learning how to measure the perimeter of an object. Next week we will cover how to measure the area
and volume of a given object. In our ELA books we read a short story, a poem, and a play with
the same plot. We then compared them for similarities and differences. The terms dialogue, setting, stage directions, prose and drama were among some of the new words we learned. Have a
great Shabbos.

Mazal Tov to Rabbi Rosenberg on the wedding
of his daughter!
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Pre-Purim
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Happy Birthday
Menachem Mendel Litzman, Schneur Zalman Friedman,
Yisroel Sandhaus, Mendel Rosenfeld, Menachem Nussbaum,
Simon Jacobson

May you have a Shnas Hatzlochah!
MAZEL TOV TO

Mendel Litzman & Arye Kupperman on their Bar Mitzvah!

Mazal Tov to Mr. Zakon on his son’s engagement!
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"Your children’s photos from this year’s school picture day are
available for online order! They can be placed with Leor
Meltser Photography by emailing meltserorders@gmail.com.
A variety of options are available for both individual portraits and
class photos. Please find the photo package selections below."
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